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Abstract: Galen’s anatomical demonstrations on living animals constitute a justly
famous chapter in the history of scientific method. This essay, however, examines them
as a social phenomenon. Galen’s demonstrations were competitive. Their visual,
cognitive and emotional impact (often expressed by compounds of ѳαῦµα and ἔκπληξις)
reduced onlookers to gaping amazement. This impact enhanced the logical force of
Galen’s arguments, compelling competitors to acknowlege his intellectual and technical
preeminence. Thus, on the interpersonal level, Galen’s demonstrations functioned
coercively. On the philosophical level, Galen was using a rhetoric traditional to Greek
science, a way of arguing that involved a unitary view of nature and an emphasis on
homology between animals and man. But he was also using a rhetoric of power and status
differentiation articulated via the body. As played out in the flesh, public vivisection
resonated with other cultural practices of the Roman empire: wonder-working
competitions, judicial trials, and ampitheater entertainment.
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Shock and Awe:
The Performance Dimension of Galen’s Anatomical Demonstrations1
Just as those who describe the nature of a country show its delimiting boundaries
first, and then proceed to the elucidation of its component parts,
so I too will begin by describing the delimiting boundaries of the thorax.
ὥσπερ οὖν, ὅσοι διηγοῦνται φύσιν χωρίου, τοὺς περιγράφοντας ὅρους
αὐτὸ πρότερον δηλώσαντες, ἑξῆς ἐπὶ τὴν ἑκάστου τῶν µερῶν ἀφικνοῦνται
διδασκαλίαν, οὕτως κᾀγὼ τοὺς περιγράφοντας ὅρους τὸν ѳώρακα
προτέρους διηγήσοµαι.
(Anatomical Procedures Kuhn II.652)
When Galen invites us to visualize the thorax as a geographical formation, he
represents the body as a world of knowledge, and presents himself as its periegete. The
body is a metaphor for the world. Marcus Aurelius, for example, Galen’s own emperor,
saw the whole order of creation as a body: he compares the selfish and willful man, who
has cut himself off from the unity of Nature, to a severed hand or foot or head, lying apart
from the body to which it belongs.2 The intact body is a powerful symbol of organic
unity. And, at least to the ancients, the smooth functioning of its component parts under
central direction was a figure for the smooth functioning of a hierarchical society.3
Conversely, the body that has been marked or mutilated, whose interior has been
exteriorized and laid open to public view, was a symbol of disturbing resonance and
enduring fascination.
The explicit purpose of Galen’s anatomical dissections was to map the world of
knowledge normally hidden within the body and then, by showing how form followed
function, to reveal the perfection of Nature’s design. This essay, however, does not focus
on the scientific and teleological dimensions of his anatomical enterprise, but aims
instead to explore its performance dimension.4 Galen’s anatomical demonstrations,
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An earlier version of this paper was delivered in 2003 at the Heidelberg Paideia conference organized by
Barbara Borg. Many thanks to my colleagues Alessandro Barachiesi, Reviel Netz, and Susan Stephens for
their prompt and helpful comments at that time. In the preparation of this version I have benefited from the
suggestions of the editors as well as from generous advice on particular points from Mary Beard, Elizabeth
Hutchinson, Geoffrey Lloyd, Ian Morris, Vivian Nutton, Robert Parker and John Scarborough. I am also
particularly indebted to Von Staden 1995 and 1997, Nutton’s edition of On Prognosis 1979, and the
translations of Anatomical Procedures (hereafter AA) by Singer 1956 (abbreviated), Duckworth 1962, and
Garofalo 1991 (which prints the improved text of Garofalo 1986 and 2000).
2
Meditations 8. 34. We may assume that these severed body parts are not mere metaphors, but sights that
Marcus, a combat veteran, has actually seen.
3
For example, in Seneca’s De clementia the ruler’s relationship to the commonwealth is compared to the
mind’s relationship to the body. The ruler is source of both order and unity, and controls the
commonwealth the way the head controls the limbs (1. 3. 5-1. 4. 3).
4
For a catalogue raisonné of Galen’s experiments on animals see Debru 1994. On Galen’s vivisections and
their place in the history of experimental method see Siegel 1968, Wilkie in Furley and Wilkie 1984: 47-57,
and Grmek 1996: 101-22.
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particularly his vivisections, were culturally complex events, dense with implicit
meanings. They fused the intellectual competition of Second Sophistic performance with
the violent manipulation of bodies characteristic of Roman spectacle.5 Since every disintegrated body draws attention to itself—and to the force that broke its unity apart—
where we find disintegrated bodies, we often encounter a discourse about power.
The Roman state marked status distinctions in concrete ways: your place in the
hierarchy running from animal to criminal to slave to freedman to freeborn citizen was in
some sense defined by who could do what to your body. Only animals could be eaten or
sacrificed. Only animals, dead brigands, exposed infants, or (conceivably) dead
barbarians were far enough outside the human community to be anatomized.6 Slaves and
criminals could be tattooed.7 Slaves as well as animals could be castrated, soldiers as well
as slaves and animals could be whipped and made to carry burdens, while both slaves and
free men of low status were subject to judicial torture. Concentric circles of bodily
vulnerabilities and immunities mapped out the social order. In theory the senators of
Rome were immune from all physical coercion, as were equestrians and decurions all
over the empire, but even this privilege was in practice provisional, continuing only so
long as the aristocrat in question remained in good standing with the emperor. Moments
that witnessed an individual’s slippage between categories (between human and animal,8
or between senator and criminal, for example) must have been profoundly disturbing,
since they would suggest that the attempt to anchor status distinctions in the ‘natural’
reality of the body was inherently unstable. Mapping status distinctions onto physical
differences was problematic. One might like to think that free men looked different from
slaves,9 but the bodies of slaves and citizens were simply not different enough to stabilize
social categories. So, on the macro level, the metaphor by which the body authorizes the
social hierarchy is always threatening to dissolve. And on the micro level, the metaphor
by which the unity of the individual body appears to guarantee integrity of personal
identity is also unstable. Writers of the Neronian era used images of the dis-integrated
body to deconstruct imperial ideology in the context of civil war, or to explore the
5

Von Staden (1995 and 1997) discusses the relationship of Galen’s dissection practice with the epideictic
rhetorical displays of the second sophistic (Cf. Lloyd 1979: 88-98 on debate in the Hippocratics). Like the
sophists, Galen generally refers to his performances as ‘exhibitions’ (ἐπιδείξεις) rather than ‘logical
demonstrations’ (ἀποδείξεις). Galen, like the sophists, performs in words, giving a quasi-improvised
speech to accompany his dissections. He practices long hours in private (ἰδίᾳ) before he performs in public
(δηµοσίᾳ), he creates his intellectual persona as continuator of his classical predecessors (Hippocrates and
Plato), and he aims to astonish the crowd.
6
Brigands; AA Kuhn II.385 (Subsequent refs in this format are to Kuhn's standard edition.), exposed infants
AA K II.386, barbarians: AA K II.385 and Comp.Med.Gen. K XIII. 604.
7
Jones 1987.
8
I include animals here because Romans sometimes found it disturbing when animals seemed too much
like humans and the boundary between the animal and the human was therefore blurred. The crowd was
offended by the all-too-human distress of the elephants that Pompey brought to the arena (Cicero Ad fam.
7.1.3; Pliny N.H. 8. 7. 21; Dio 39. 38), and Galen was reluctant to use apes for vivisection for fear of
provoking a similar reaction (see below). The Roman penalty of damnatio ad bestias appears to have been
intended to reduce condemned criminals to the animality of their opponents, but occasionally this effect
could backfire, offending the audience (Passio Perpetuae 20. 1-3).
9
‘Slave-like appearance’ (δουλοπρεπές) is an operative category in physiognomy, for example (Gleason
1995: 35-6). For the visual conventions governing the representation off slaves in Greek art see
Himmelmann 1971.
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paradoxes of personal identity and autonomy that tormented aristocrats under imperial
rule.10 The intellectuals of Antonine Rome, who inhabited a more orderly but
increasingly stratified society, may have found the systematic violence of vivisection
‘good to think with’ about social boundaries and central control.11
Galen’s anatomical displays resonated with the discourse of truth, power, and the
body that was already present in his culture, and took it far beyond metaphor. In the
performance of vivisection, there were multiple forms of coertion: the anatomist compels
both the helpless bodies of his subjects and the fascinated gaze of his onlookers. As he
forces the animal to submit to his experiment, so he also would compel his audience to
agree to its truth-claims. I want to make clear at the outset, however, that in exploring this
dimension of Galen’s anatomical activities, it is not my intention to offer a reductive
explanation of them—to say that his public dissections were only about power, for
example.12 Clearly Galen’s intellectual interest in anatomy was genuine and did not
depend on an audience: alone and unobserved on a desert island, he would have dissected
whatever came in on the tide.
Much of Galen’s anatomical work, in fact, was done in private or before an
intimate audience. It is clear from his manual, Anatomical Procedures, that he practiced
the same dissection over and over again, in private, before performing publicly.13 He
advises his readers14 to get their anatomy right and perfect their dissection technique on
dead animals before proceeding to demonstrations on live ones. Dissections designed to
discover or to illustrate the fine points of structure had to be seen from up close. They
rarely required a live animal and offered little to interest a large crowd. Galen’s
vivisections, on the other hand, were generally designed to address disputed questions of
function. To do this they required living animals, and the results of his interventions were
visible from afar. Thus only certain demonstrations were suitable for a large audience,
and Galen claims, perhaps tendentiously, that only in the early stages of his career in
Rome did he seek professional validation from large-scale public displays.15 Obtaining
anatomical knowledge was both an end in itself and a means to further ends. Galen was
interested in both the discovery of Nature’s truth and in the competitive display of
himself as master of this truth, which he deployed as a strategy of intellectual
legitimization along with logical method and Hippocratic tradition.16
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Most 1982, Bartsch 1997.
Galen’s passionate defense of the brain as the true location of the body’s ‘hegemonic principle’ has a
loyalist ring to it when read in the context of the Antonine monarchy. The fact that the brain sits in the
head, like the Great King sits in an acropolis, may suggest that the brain is the hegemonikon, but only
Galen’s vivisections can prove that this is true (PHP K V.230-1, 120 De Lacy).
12
Hankinson 1994 succinctly conveys the intellectual seriousness of Galen’s anatomical enterprise,
including his use of vivisection to demonstrate function.
13
AA K II.690. ‘In private’ (ἰδίᾳ) need not mean ‘in solitude’: Galen did use trained assistants (ὑπηρέται)
AA K II.233, 627, 669. On the distinction between private practice and public display as characteristic of
Second Sophistic performers see Von Staden 1995: 52-3.
14
For indications about the intended audience of Anatomical Procedures see Duckworth 1962: 102, 105,
133, 185, 259.
15
On My Own Books (Lib. Prop.) K XIX.15 (SM 2.96). At the insistence of his friends, however, he
returned to the fray (Lib. Prop. K XIX.21-22, SM 2. 101-2).
16
On the mutually reinforcing function of these last two see Flemming 2000: 278.
11
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ANATOMY CONTESTS17
Public disputation developed as a feature of Greek medicine in the classical
period, stimulated presumably by the public debates in the law courts and assemblies of
the Greek city states, debates that systematically juxtaposed competing claims to truth
and opposing models of explanation.18 Under the Roman Empire, however, political
debate was largely replaced by political theater, and the judicial process of cognitio
dramatized state power more than it featured debate between equals. The premier vehicle
for the dramatization of state power was the body, and that may explain why it was under
the Roman Empire that public medical disputation began to include competitive
anatomical demonstrations on the bodies of living animals.
Public medical disputation on subjects other than anatomy certainly preceded
Galen. Formal medical competitions are attested in the 130’s A.D. as part of the great
festival in honor of Asclepius at Ephesus. There were various event categories, though
anatomy was not among them.19 Physicians also gave public lectures on other
occasions, 20 and any public lecture in a Greek city might easily become, given the
presence of rival experts or their partisan proxies, a competitive debate. Informal medical
competitions would not have generated commemorative inscriptions, but may indeed
have been quite frequent, requiring only some discoursing physicians and an interested
crowd.21 Plutarch refers to doctors trying to show up their rivals and win employment for
themselves by performing surgeries or demonstrations (χειρουργοῦντες) in the theater, as
if this were a familiar urban spectacle.22 Perhaps we should imagine a scene such as
Galen remembered from his student days in Pergamum. During a plague of ‘anthrax’ his
teacher Satyrus had ‘anatomized’ the exposed muscles of still-living victims whose skin
had been eaten away. Since multiple physicians were present, this event became in effect
a competitive demonstration of anatomical competence in which Satyrus’ students, Galen
among them, skillfully displayed their anatomical knowledge by directing the plague
victims to make particular movements that revealed structure and function, while inept
competitors, in their blind ignorance, distressed the victims in vain.23 In general, Galen’s
17

On Galen’s involvement in public debate see Debru 1995; on passages in Galen’s writings where he may
be trying to minimize his competitiveness, see König 2005: 254-74.
18
On the role of contestation and debate in Greek medicine of the classical period see Lloyd 1990: 30-6.
On Greek political and legal practices as a stimulus to scientific inquiry in general see Lloyd 1979: 242-55;
1990: 58-67.
19
Much hinges on the format, still unknown, of the surgery contest (χειρουργία) at Ephesus. Did
competing surgeons there demonstrate competence by treating specimen patients, by operating on animals,
or purely by disputation? On the medical competitions of Ephesus, (I. Eph. 1161-9; 4101b) see Keil 1905
and Knibbe 1982 no. 146 p. 136 (dateable to the mid-130’s). On the phenomenon of formal medical
competitions in general see the discussion in Nutton 1995: 7-8 and Barton 1994: 147-9 with note 73.
20
A doctor from Cyzicus, for example, was invited to visit Istros to give public lectures, on the strength of
which he was then appointed public physician. The inscription that survives in his honor does not indicate
that any professional rivals gave competing presentations, however (REG 71 (1958) # 336 p: 281).
21
The primary location for medical debate was the bedside itself, e.g. On Prognosis (Praen.) K. XIV
passim, De Methedo Medendi (MM) K X 909-16; Gellius N.A. XVIII.10.
22
Mor. 71a καλλωπιζόµενον πρὸς τοὺς παρόντας, ὥσπερ οἱ χειρουργοῦντες ἐν τοῖς ѳεάτροις
ἰατροὶ πρὸς ἐργολαβίαν.
23
AA K II. 224-5. The Greek text gives the initiative to Satyrus: Σατύρου ἀνατέµνοντος. The Arabic
translation uses plurals, attributing the initiative to Galen and Satyrus’ other students: Grmek and
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wide-ranging medical education made him familiar with contemporary forms of
intellectual combat; when studying at Smyrna in the 150’s he spent two whole days
taking notes at a methodological debate between his teacher Pelops and an Empiricist
rival.24 On this occasion, and probably on many others, as he meticulously transcribed
argument and counter-argument, he was absorbing techniques of disputation that he later
put to use in his own debates with rival anatomists.
It is not clear when anatomical questions first became a popular subject for public
medical debate, or when vivisection of animals began to enliven the program. For a brief
period it appears that vivisections of human prisoners took place in Hellenistic
Alexandria, but it is not clear that these were structured competitively or performed
before a general audience.25 Galen knew the written work of the Hellenistic anatomists,
or at least Erasistratus, but his polemical habits of quotation obscure his debts to his
predecessor.26 At all events, it is generally agreed that anatomical experimentation in
Alexandria lapsed after a brief efflorescence. Interest in anatomy revived in the late first
century A.D.: Rufus of Ephesus recommended learning about human anatomy from the
dissection of animals. There is no indication, however, that he vivisected them.27 Marinus
taught in Alexandria in the early second century A.D., and Galen gives him credit for
reviving anatomical study.28 Galen’s relationship with Marinus was entirely posthumous,
but complicated. He summarized Marinus’ immense corpus of anatomical writings in
four books,29 but also claims to have refuted Marinus’ anatomical errors ‘on repeated
occasions in the city of Rome, in distinguished company in the presence of all the notable
surgeons.’30 It is not clear, however, whether Marinus performed vivisection experiments.
His pupil Quintus, and Quintus’ pupil Lycus were still remembered as experts in anatomy

Gourevitch: 1994: 1519 n. 104 citing textual improvements from the Arabic in Garofalo 1986: 11. The
entire scenario shows how bedside disputation might slide into opportunistic vivisection.
24
On My Own Books (Libr.Prop.) K XIX.16-7, SM 2.97.
25
On the brief efflorescence of human dissection (and vivisection of convicts) in Alexandria under the
early Ptolemies, the product of a unique historical moment, see von Staden 1989, 1992, Nutton 2004: 12839 and Flemming 2003.
26
For example, he mentions Erasistratus’ observations about what happens to an ox when its neck is cut at
the first vertebra only to say that he was mistaken (PHP K. V.446). It is not clear from this passage,
incidentally, whether Erasistratus was reporting on a vivisection experiment of his own or just on what he
observed during animal sacrifice.
27
On the Names of the Parts of the Body 9-10, 127. Some scholars identify Rufus of Ephesus with a midfirst century pharmacologist, though Rufus was a common name (Nutton 2004: 209). Marinus, who taught
in Alexandria in the early second century, produced an anatomy treatise in twenty books and numerous
disciples (on whom see Nutton 2004: 214 and Grmek and Gourevitch: 1994).
28
Galen was of the opinion that no anatomical discoveries of importance had been made between
Herophilus and Eudemus in the Hellenistic period and Marinus in the early second century A.D. (On
Hippocrates’ ‘Nature of Man’ (HNH) K. XVI. 136). Marinus resumed the practice of dissecting apes and
other animals (Galen does not make it clear whether Marinus practiced vivisection) Hipp.Epid. CMG V
10.1, p. 312.
29
Galen composed a summary in four books of Marinus’ twenty volumes on anatomy. Only Marinus’
chapter headings survive in Libr.Prop. K XIX. 25, but unlike the chapter headings of Lycus, they do not
indicate that he demonstrated on living animals. Of the anatomical work of Numesianus, we know even
less, since his writings, despite Galen’s best efforts, were kept secret by his son (AA XIV (p. 231 Simon,
183-4 Duckworth).
30
AA XIV (p. 233 Simon, 185 Duckworth).
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when Galen arrived in Rome (162 A.D.).31 Quintus left no writings, and must have
established his reputation as an anatomist by other means, presumably by his public
performances, which included demonstrations on the testicles of a living goat.32 Lycus
was a prolific author whose treatise on anatomy included chapters on ‘the lung in life’ as
well as on ‘the lung in death.’ This suggests that Lycus too used living animals in some
of his anatomical demonstrations.33 The fact that Galen wrote multiple books detailing
Lycus’ shortcomings does not preclude the possibility that Galen imitated his methods.34
Whatever Galen’s debt to his deceased predecessors, he relished the opportunity
to discredit their work. The availability of detailed anatomical treatises invited refutation:
Galen wrote counter-treatises critiquing the writings of Marinus and Lycus. He also
refuted their claims in a lecture-commentary format, which afforded the possibility of
hands-on demonstration.35 In the context of hands-on demonstration, dissection could
perhaps convince a small audience of a point about structure, but vivisection could clinch
an argument about function for a larger audience, and in a much more forceful way. In
some cases, Galen may have merely intensified the competitive dynamics of vivisection
practices that others had pioneered. Some vivisection procedures, on the other hand,
were apparently original to him. For example, he implies that he was the first to perform
vivisection demonstrations of the voice (an stunt that became his signature crowdpleaser); he says that his teachers did not know that the pig, with its loud voice, was the
animal most suitable, ‘since they had never tried this experiment’.36 The story of how
Galen earned his first job illustrates the competitive advantage that innovative use of
vivisection could confer on an ambitious practitioner.
Galen, despite his reverence for Hippocrates, was a child of his own time. He cut
his professional teeth treating the gladiators of Pergamum.37 This job was a patronage
31

Quintus ‘had become widely known, and had gained a not inconsiderable reputation through anatomical
perspicacity. But he composed no writings on anatomy such as Martialis did…’ AA XIV (p. 231 Simon,
183 Duckworth). Galen refers to Quintus as ἄνηρ ἀνατοµικώτατος (Lib.Prop. K XIX. 22). On Quintus,
teacher of Galen’s teachers, see Grmek and Gourevitch 1994: 1503-13. On the authoritative reputation in
Rome of Lycus’ anatomical works, see Libr.Prop. 22
32
AA Book 12 p. 155 Simon, 124 Duckworth.
33
The titles of the individual books of Lycus’ Anatomy are preserved in an Arabic translation of Galen’s
Libr.Propr. (Boudon 2002). This source also shows that Lycus practiced, or at least described, the
dissection of human cadavers, since his sixth book describes ‘the dissection of a uterus of a dead woman in
which there is a foetus’. Lycus’ treatise also contained books that treated the anatomy of ‘the dead child’
and ‘the living child’. From this it appears possible that Lycus practiced, or at least described, the
vivisection of humans (perhaps exposed infants, though the Greek word for ‘child’ could also mean
‘slave’).
34
What Lycus Did Not Know About Anatomy in four books and Differences With Lycus on Anatomy in two
(Libr.Propr. K XIX.22; Boudon 2002: 17, cf. Ord.Libr.Propr. K XIX 57-8; SM 2.87). Apparently Lycus
was still alive when Galen was a student; Galen explains that he did not seek him out because he had, in his
lifetime, ‘no great reputation amongst the Greeks’ (AA XIV p. 232 Simon, 184 Duckworth). Galen says that
Lycus’ anatomical works were not merely descriptive, but included ‘logical inquiries’ (Musc.Diss. K
XVIIB.927).
35
Lib.Prop. K XIX.21-2 (SM 2.101-2), on which see more below.
36
τοῦτο δ᾽ εἰκότως ἠγνοεῖτο τοῖς διδασκάλοις ἡµῶν, ὡς ἂν µηδὲ πώποτε πειραѳεῖσι τῆς
εἰρηµένης ἀνατοµῆς AA K II.663.
37
On this phase of Galen’s professional life see Comp.Med.Gen K XIII.599-603 and Scarborough 1971. In
contrast to the usual patient population of the society doctor, wounded gladiators must have afforded Galen
many opportunities to observe the effects of cutting on the living body (cf. Celsus Proem. 43).
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appointment in the gift of the high priest of the imperial cult.38 To win it, Galen attempted
(by his own report) something particularly audacious. At a public gathering, in the
presence of the high priest and the chief physicians of the city, he sliced open a living
ape. He eviscerated it, then challenged the other physicians to replace the intestines and
sew the ape back up again. No one dared. So he did it himself. Then, as an encore, he
deliberately severed several large veins and challenged the senior physicians present to
stop the hemorrhage. As the animal exsanguinated, they dithered. So again, Galen
dexterously accomplished the task that he had challenged his rivals to perform. The high
priest declared Galen the winner and awarded the job to him.39
Galen’s flair for competitive anatomy did not require the institutional structure of
a formalized competition: he could create a de facto vivisection contest by stepping in to
finish a surgery that someone less competent had begun. Summoned to the bedside of a
slave, for example, whose chest wound had failed to heal despite several operations,
Galen put his rivals to shame by daringly excising the sternum, exposing the heart, and
curing the patient.40 Elsewhere Galen describes two surgeons who inadvertently rendered
their patients mute. The first, while trying to resect a swollen gland in the neck, tore at the
tissue with his fingernails and severed the laryngeal nerve. The second rendered his
patient half-mute by severing the recurrent nerve on one side. Here we see the
amazement that seems integral to both surgeries and experiments regarding the voice—
only on this occasion it is Galen who, by explaining the function of the vocal nerves, puts
a stop to the amazement generated by an incompetent rival: ‘And indeed it seemed
amazing to everyone, but when I had shown them the vocal nerves, their amazement
ceased.’41 Thus what began as another doctor’s bungled surgical procedure became
serendipitously for Galen a vivisection opportunity.
In another tale of accidental vivisection, Galen’s traveling companion, who was
not himself a physician, lost his temper when his slaves lost his bags. Impulsively, he
smacked the heads of the offending slaves with the edge of a large knife.42 Dismayed by
the resultant hemorrhage, he abruptly decamped, leaving Galen to play the competent
anatomist who can control the flow of blood. When next they met, the assailant disrobed,
handed Galen a strap, and begged Galen on his knees to whip him for what his ‘damned
temper’ had made him do. Galen laughed at his repeated protestations, and gave him a
tongue-lashing instead.43 Here Galen signals his dominance by his laughter while his
inept ‘rival’ signals his submission by begging for a beating, but in this contest blows are
transmuted into words as Galen forces the ‘loser’ to listen to a speech. This story from
everyday life recapitulates the complex alchemy of the anatomical contest in which blows
38

For the question of whether a local or a provincial priesthood was involved, see Schlange-Schöningen
2003: 106-16. For the pattern of a physician arriving in a new city, giving lectures, and winning
appointment as a public physician, see REG 71 (1958) 281-2 (Istros).
39
On Recognizing the Best Physician (Opt.Med.Cogn.) CMG Suppl. Or. iv p. 105 transl. Iskandar (1988).
40
AA K II.631-2; De Placitis Hippocratis et Platonis (PHP) CMG V.4.1.2, 74.
41
ѳα υµαστ ὸν ἐδόκει πᾶσιν…ἐ πα ύσαν το ѳα υµάζ ον τες Loc.Aff. K VIII.55. Because the Greek word
pais is ambiguous, it is not clear whether the unfortunate patients were children or slaves.
42
µάχαιρα, a term generally used by Galen to describe anatomical or surgical instruments (K V.19. 3).
43
On the Passions and Errors of the Soul (Aff. Dig. K.V.18-20; SM 1. 14-15). Perhaps, by modern
standards of psychopathology, Galen’s companion was a sado-masochist, but historically this incident has
to be explained in terms of the larger cultural matrix of violence and humiliation in Galen’s milieu, about
which we still know too little.
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become words as the anatomist cuts and speaks, while words substitute for blows as he
thrashes his rivals.44
‘Truth or Dare,’ when you played with Galen, was a high-stakes game. Let us
suppose you are unfortunate enough to be one of Galen’s rivals. In one of your recent
lectures you have rashly speculated about the consequences of ligating the large blood
vessel that runs between the heart and the lungs.45 Your remarks were theoretical, but
Galen seizes the opportunity to force you to make a practical demonstration (he uses the
verb βιάζεσѳαι).46 Under pressure from Galen you attempt to expose the heart of the
animal he thrusts forward, but before you can attempt to ligate the blood vessel in
question, you perforate the pleural cavity and the animal most embarrassingly expires.
You try to explain that it is next to impossible to expose the heart without perforating the
pleural membrane, and that that is why you have not hitherto performed this
demonstration. But Galen is relentless. He seizes another animal. Effortlessly, he slits
open the chest without puncturing any membranes. Then he challenges you again to
ligate the vessel in question. Under pressure (βιάζεσѳαι) you try again. You perforate the
pleural membrane and the second animal expires. You suggest that it may be time to stop.
But Galen seizes a third animal, slits open its sternum, and forces you to try again
(ἀναγκάζεσѳαι) until, thoroughly humiliated, you are ‘put to shame for foolish
boasting’.47
The language of compulsion here is worth noting. Compulsion is present on
multiple levels. Physically, Galen is forcing his rivals to perform a concrete
demonstration of their own truth-claims. This demonstration takes the form of a violent
assault on a living body. This assault creates a disruption of natural processes that
demonstrates the truth of Galen’s hypotheses about how these processes work. Such
truths, revealed by force, have themselves a force—they compel assent. Logically, Galen
was a performing apodeixis, a procedure he sought to augment with the coercive force of
mathematical deduction.48 As he says in another treatise, using βιάζεται again, ‘The
phenomenon itself, through dissection, forces even those who maintain the opposite to
concede, unwillingly, the truth.’49
One way of looking at this encounter is to see it as a form of truth-contest in
which a body in extremis is manipulated to provide conclusive evidence.50 In this respect
a truth-contest is both a trial by ordeal, and a form of wager. A public audience watches
the manipulation of bodies by competing experts and decides the winner. We see the
wager element clearly in a story Galen tells about some of his young partisans
(presumably his students). These competitive young men (φιλοτιµότεροι νεανίσκοι)
44

Vegetti 1996: 57 et passim remarks on the homology of pen and scalpel, dissection and writing.
It seems to me that the blood vessel in question, ‘the great artery, or, as some call it, the venous artery
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took on a blowhard physician who had been publicly claiming that he could demonstrate
(ἐπιδείξειν) that the aorta contains no blood.51 They confronted him with some live
animals and demanded that he prove his case. He countered by refusing to do a
demonstration without a fee. The young men immediately produced 1000 drachmae and
deposited them in the middle of the crowd that had gathered to observe the spectacle (τὴν
ѳέαν). With his back to the wall, Galen’s rival tried to weasel out of the contest, but he
was compelled (ἀναγκαζόµενος) by all those present to perform. Summoning up his
courage (ἐτόλµησε), he plunged in the scalpel—and hit bone. One of his supporters tried
again—and severed an artery. The young men who had deposited the stakes with the
spectators laughed at these failures. (Laughter was no laughing matter in Galen’s world,
but a key weapon in the intellectual’s armamentarium, as the dozens of references to
contemptuous laughter in his texts attest). Having had their laugh, Galen’s students
compounded their rivals’ discomfiture. They slit open the chest cavity of another animal,
cutting the way Galen had taught them to do. Without damaging anything, they tied off
the aorta in two places so that, when the animal died, they could show that the vessel was
full of blood, not air, as their foolish antagonists had claimed.
This question of whether arteries contain blood or air seems to have provoked
particularly sanguinary disputes.52 For example, one of Galen’s rivals once made the
mistake of citing an experiment that Galen had written about as if it proved his own
theory. He made this claim before an audience containing some of Galen’s associates,
who ‘marveled at his daring,’ for they had previously seen the demonstration performed,
to opposite effect, by Galen himself.53 Incensed by this fellow’s temerity, they demanded
whether he had, in fact, ever actually performed the experiment in question. He claimed
that he had, many times. They brought him a goat and tried to force him to dissect.54
When he refused, they whipped out their scalpels and cut up the goat themselves in front
of the audience, vindicating Galen’s claims and extinguishing his rival’s pretensions. On
another occasions, an elderly rival (‘seventy years old and quite full of himself’) claimed
that he knew how to demonstrate that arteries contain pneuma.55 Yet despite his seniority
he had never actually dared put his method to the test.56 Galen and his associates issued a
formal challenge to an anatomical duel. They prepared a goat and a sheep according the
old man’s proposed method and summoned him to ‘come see his dreams refuted once
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and for all.’57 These episodes are interesting for their displaced aggression: it’s like a
rumble between rival gangs who end up knifing an animal instead of each other.58
At times it seems as if Galen is taking advantage of the fact that he is both more
skilled and less squeamish than his opponents. Imagine that you are engaged with Galen
in a learned dispute about the location of a living organism’s controlling faculty, the
hegemonikon. Should you be so foolish as to espouse the cardio-centric view, you might
be forced to watch as Galen lays open the chest of a living animal and then invites you to
squeeze its beating heart.59 Gingerly, you comply, but, ‘quivering violently,’ the heart
leaps from your uncertain fingers. Perhaps you have had enough. But Galen is not done
with you yet: he hands you a set of bronze tongs and instructs you to pick up the heart
and squeeze again. In a sense he has forced you to disprove your own hypothesis, for as
you squeeze, the animal does not lose consciousness or lose its capacity for voluntary
movement—indeed it cries out loudly, inhales freely, and keeps up a furious kicking of
its limbs.60 So much for your theory of the hegemony of the heart. To drive home his
competing theory of the hegemonic brain, Galen immediately cuts open an animal’s
skull. All he has to do is apply pressure to the ventricles and the animal stops moving,
stops breathing and loses its voice. In effect, the animal loses and regains consciousness
at his command.61
Generally, however, Galen prefers to present himself as driven into anatomical
duels by the imbecility of his opponents. When faced, for example, with the recalcitrance
of a partisan of the Asclepiadian sect who refused to acknowledge the role of the kidneys
in excretion, Galen describes himself as compelled (ἠναγκάσѳηµεν) to silence his
driveling talk by performing an elaborate vivisection (he sequentially tied off the
animal’s kidneys and then its penis, squeezed on its bladder, and then, in the moment of
truth, produced a spurt of urine by piercing the distended ureter, which he compares to
the spurt of blood in venesection).62
In his less technical works of self-promotion, aimed at a non-professional
audience, Galen is careful to present the impetus for his formal duels as coming from
someone else. For example, in On My Own Books, Galen states that he decided to ‘sew
up the slanderous tongues’ of his rivals (a vivisection-tinged metaphor imported from the
quarrels of Demosthenes and Aeschines) by doing no more public teaching and saying
the minimum at the bedside.63 Eventually, however, the malignity of his rivals filled
Rome with rumors that Galen had claimed credit in his treatises for anatomical
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discoveries that could not actually be seen.64 Galen reports that his own response was
merely a contemptuous laugh. It was his friends who took umbrage and urged him to do a
public demonstration. When he refused, his enemies misrepresented his high-minded
reluctance as fear and taunted him daily in front of the intellectual crowd that
congregated at the Temple of Peace. Eventually, Galen was compelled (ἀναγκασѳείς) by
his friends to defend himself in an anatomical marathon that lasted several days. The
written works of all previous anatomists were laid open before him and Galen invited all
comers to select passages for comment and refutation.65 The usual method for doing this
was that a challenger would get up, walk forward to the array of books, and stick a stylus
in the passage to be discussed.66 Galen would then take up the scalpel and dissect,
defending his discoveries in words that later became a treatise, thus completing a cycle
between bodies and books in which pen and scalpel operate in alternation.
In On Prognosis,67 another work of self-promotion aimed at a non-specialist
audience, the impetus for an anatomical demonstration comes from the highest quarters
of Roman society: it is the consular Boethus who makes arrangements for Galen to
demonstrate to him the mechanisms of voice and breath. Boethus provided some kids and
pigs (Galen warned him not to get apes). The assembled audience was very ‘Second
Sophistic’: it included the sophist Adrian of Tyre, Demetrius, a pupil of Favorinus, and
Boethus’ philosophy coach, the crusty Peripatetic Alexander. Galen refers to the event
first as ‘an inquiry’ (ζητήσις) and then, more frankly, as a contest (ἀγών).68 Galen
presents himself as eager to defuse potential conflict with Alexander, of whose surly
temper he was well aware. He tactfully invited Alexander ‘to be our teacher’ and to draw
the relevant logical conclusions after the dissection was over.69 But Alexander did not
play by the proposed rules of ‘dissection first, discussion afterward.’ For while Galen was
still explaining what he was about to attempt, Alexander interrupted with an
epistemological objection, ‘But should we concede that the evidence of the senses is to be
trusted?’ Galen’s response was abrupt and dramatic: he walked out, saying only, ‘Had I
known I was going to be dealing with boorish ‘Scept-hicks’ (ἀγροικοπυρρωνείους), I
would not have come.’70
Word of this display-manqué got around quickly, as you may imagine, and three
consulars with intellectual interests demanded that a dissection be performed in their
presence.71 Sergius Paulus, Claudius Severus, and Vettulenus Barbarus convened a large
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group of everyone in Rome who had a reputation in medicine or philosophy. (We are
now definitely in the realm of Second Sophistic ‘Edutainment’).72 On Prognosis, being a
non-technical work, focuses on the social dimensions of this command performance. We
must reconstruct from other treatises what he actually did. In Anatomical Procedures he
describes a series of demonstrations he did in public over several days, selectively
paralyzing the diaphragm and the intercostal muscles in a series of animals (the
movements of the thorax are best revealed by skinning the animal alive).73 There are four
methods, he tells us in a practical passage, of paralyzing an animal’s respiratory and
vocal mechanism.74 You may excise a rib. Observe closely the position of the rib you
intend to excise, and cut into it just when the animal is crying out. (Thus the animal’s
resistance, by expanding the ribcage, renders the geography of its thorax hyper-legible to
the exploring anatomist). Cut through skin and muscle, scrape off membrane, and excise
the rib with two chisels.75 In a newborn animal you need make only one cut: grasp each
half of the severed rib with your hands and bend back out of the way. Sometimes the
animal is still able to make some sound—an indistinct sort of gurgle.76 If you paralyze the
intercostals muscles on one side, the animal will phonate at about half volume. In fact
you can vary the volume of its cries according to the number and size of the muscles you
cut.77 If you sever the spinal cord halfway, the animal becomes half-voiced; sever it
entirely, the animal loses its voice altogether.78 But with Galen’s fourth method you can
both silence the animal and then reverse the process. To do this, one has only to tie off
the nerves that run along the carotid artery on either side of the neck. The animal
becomes completely voiceless save for the rattle as it gasps for breath.79 Loosen the
ligature and, presto, it can cry out again. (But do not, whatever you do, confuse the
results of ligating the vagus nerve with the results of ligating the carotid artery, lest, like
one of Galen’s unfortunate contemporaries, you be ‘exposed and put to shame, in the
presence of a large assembly.’)80
To achieve maximum effect in the demonstration of the vocal mechanism, Galen
advises us to use a pig, ‘since the animal that squeals the loudest is the most convenient
for experiments in which the voice is harmed.’81 After looping threads around the
72
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intercostal nerves, Galen would strike the animal to make it cry out. Then, after
tightening the threads, he would strike the animal a second time and the spectators would
marvel that the animal stayed silent. ‘This shocks the spectators (τοὺς ѳεατὰς
ἐκπλήττει), for it seems marvelous (ѳαυµαστόν) that the voice is destroyed by small
nerves being tied along the torso.’ Then Galen would untie the nerves and strike the
animal once again. When it cried out, the audience, awestruck, ‘would marvel even
more.’82 Galen went on for hours, in fact for days, refuting his detractors and producing
in his audience the gratifying astonishment that he describes as the usual response to
these experiments: ‘And they marvel when they hear that speech comes from the brain,
and they marvel even more, and call us posers of paradoxes when they hear that all
voluntary movements are produced by the muscles.’83 Indeed, once his opponents have
been effectively silenced, Galen’s anatomical performances look less and less like an
intellectual debate and more and more like a magic show.
ANATOMY CONTESTS AND WONDERWORKING COMPETITIONS
A magic show? Reverence for Galen as a pioneer of scientific rationalism makes
it difficult to concede that his activities might have anything in common with wonderworking competitions and the popular performances of mountebanks. But no less sobersided a sophist than Dio Chrysostom clearly situates performing physicians in the realm
of the spectacular and the marvelous. He compares their medical displays (ἐπιδείξεις) to
public spectacles and processions (ѳεωρία…καὶ ποµπή). He describes how performing
doctors sit in state in the middle of a crowd, holding forth about joints, bones, and the
refinement of pneuma while their audience gapes as if bewitched.84 Moving further into
the popular culture of an age that assumed no discontinuity between natural and
supernatural causation, we could compare Galens’ anatomical duels to the sort of agon
between dueling showmen of the supernatural that we see in another second-century text.
the apocryphal Acts of Peter.85 Here Rome is the scene of a show-down between two
PHP that states: ‘Thus if you sever the trachea below [the larynx], you will no longer hear the animal using
its voice…And if the animal so wounded should be a man, you will be in a position to ask him to say
something.’ (εἰ γοῦν κατωτέρω τέµοις αὐτοῦ τὴν τραχεῖαν ἀρτηρίαν, οὐκέτ᾽ ἀκούσῃ φωνοῦντος
τοῦ ζῴου… καὶ εἴπερ ἄνѳρωπος εἴη τὸ οὕτω τρωѳέν, ἐξέσται σοι κελεύειν αὐτῷ φѳέγξασѳαί τι
PHP K 5.231, CMG V.4.1.2, 120, transl. De Lacy.) If Galen is referring to a man accidentally wounded in
the throat, he does not explicitly say so.
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professional rivals, claimants to exclusive truth about the identity of the forces that
govern the universe. These rivals contend in public, before an audience prepared to judge
them, and the winner is he who can most effectively force another’s body ‘speak’ his
truth. Peter, like Galen, plays the role of authentic truth-master, while Simon plays his
fraudulent opponent. In this contest Peter, like Galen, demonstrates his power by forcing
various demonstration bodies to vocalize in astonishing ways. Peter commands a dog, an
infant, even Simon himself to speak truth at his command. And, just as in Galen’s
experiments on the voice, Peter strikes his subjects dumb with equally astonishing
aphasia.86 (Unlike Galen, he can also make a dried fish swim). The final showdown
between Peter the truth-master and Simon the charlatan takes place in the Roman forum
before an eagerly assembled crowd. This crowd, which includes senators and government
officials, serves as both audience and jury. The spectators, like the young anatomy
enthusiasts of Galen’s narrative, have eagerly put up money to see the spectacle.87 The
wonder-working contest between Peter and Simon, like those in which Galen engaged,
begins with verbal sparring, and then becomes hands-on, a series of demonstrations and
counter-demonstrations on bodies (a slave, a poor man, and a senator) that are
immobilized and then reanimated by the protagonists testing their supernatural powers.
Immobilization, sometimes followed by reanimation, was indeed the clincher in
many of Galen’s vivisection demonstrations. He tells us how to achieve a dramatic
paralysis by severing the trapezius muscle at the neck of a living animal; it is easy for the
audience to see how its scapula drops and cannot be raised again.88 Even more impressive
were his progressive and reversible demonstrations on the living brain. You can cut open
the skull, pull back or remove the tough membrane [dura mater], and even cut into the
brain itself, and the animal will retain sensation and motion. But if you cut into or put
pressure on the ventricles seriatim, progressive paralysis ensues.89 This can be reversed if
you let up on the pressure or close up the ventricle: ‘the animal returns to consciousness
and moves again.’90 Galen’s explanation for this is that psychic pneuma, which he
considered the soul’s ‘first instrument,’ and as such responsible for sensation and motion,
is elaborated in the ventricles, and leaks out when they are injured. When enough pneuma
has collected again, the animal returns to consciousness.91 The point of these experiments
is to demonstrate that psychic pneuma is contained in the brain, and thus to vindicate the
claim that the brain, not the heart, is the hegemonic organ.92 But the power of psychic
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pneuma is a difficult thing to demonstrate, given that it is invisible (indeed, imaginary).
Like Peter demonstrating the power of his god, Galen is faced with the challenge of
authenticating the presence and demonstrating the power of an invisible force. His
solution is to render the invisible visible by demonstrating its power to paralyze and
reanimate bodies: ‘when pneuma is let out through wounds, the animal immediately
becomes like a corpse (αὐτίκα µὲν οἷόνπερ νεκρὸν γίγνεσѳαι τὸ ζῷον), but when it
has been collected again, the animal comes back to life (ἀναβιώσκεσѳαι).93 In Galen’s
anatomical duels, as in the contest between Peter and Simon, two claimants to exclusive
truth contend in public, before an audience that serves as jury, and the winner is he who
can most effectively demonstrate the power of things unseen by making a specimen
body--a body that has been deprived of agency--expire, reanimate, or speak at his
command.
BLOOD AND FORCE
Although demonstrations of power often involve the use of force, the practitioner
appears most powerful who exerts that force with ease. In his live performances, Galen
flourished his instruments with a facility developed by constant, even compulsive,
practice.94 Writing for the general public, Galen makes vivisection look effortless,
achieved without assistance or physical exertion. No mess, no noise, no struggle, no
excrement. The animals never bleed, kick, or scream except on cue, to validate the
intellectual claims of the experiment. For these elided but inevitable realities we have to
read between the lines of the more technical treatises, designed for would-be
practitioners. On the Dissection of Living Animals has not survived.95 In Anatomical
Procedures, however, Galen does concede that dissection of living animals is ‘more
difficult and more troublesome’ than the dissection of dead ones, ‘because blood must
necessarily then burst out.’96 This treatise, by giving the reader some useful pointers
about restraining animal subjects, suggests the level of coercive force that vivisection
actually involved:
Let the animal be young so you can do the cutting with just a scalpel, without
excision instruments. Let the animal be arranged in the appropriate posture,
supine, on a board— you’ve seen that I have many of these already prepared, both
small and large, so that one can always be found to fit the animal. The board
should have holes bored in it through which a thin rope—or even a thick one—
can be threaded. Let one of the attendants be taught to throw four ropes around
the animal when it is lying on the board, one for each limb, and then thread them
93
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through the holes in the board and tie them underneath.97
The apparatus here described must have been used in all his dissections of living
animals, but Galen seldom mentions it. In fact, Galen never mentions the animal’s
resistance directly. Violent resistance is implied, of course, by the complexity of his
elaborate trussing system. Yet the implications of this apparatus are never spelled out.
Restraining a struggling animal is in fact very difficult, and unexpected movements
must have botched not a few demonstrations. Perhaps Galen rarely discusses the details
of animal restraint because he conceives of them as banausic, a function (like the
holding of basins) best left to slaves. He does mention forms of coercion that magnify
the visual effect of his demonstrations, however. To make demonstrations of the
function of the pleural cavity more dramatic, for example, Galen advises that you force
(ἀνάγκαζε) the animal to run before the dissection, so that it is visibly panting while
you cut out its rib.98 (Here the whip joins the scalpel as an instrument of anatomy). To
the same end Galen suggests that you can make the animal run extra hard and then
paralyze the diaphragm so it is forced to use its inter-costal muscles to inhale.99
Sometimes the impressive effect of a demonstration derived from its technical
complexity, as when Galen sutured an inflatable bladder to the hole opened up by the
excision of a rib.100 Sometimes the shock value lay in uncovering, while still in motion,
the moving parts that are normally concealed. In particular, Galen liked to lay bare a
beating heart. His audience could then observe how the chambers of the heart stop
beating in stages as the animal expired.101 It works best to do this in a warm building,
perhaps the public baths, lest the heart’s pulsation be retarded by the cold.102 One could
also squeeze the exposed heart to see what happens—though since the heart tends to
jump out from between one’s fingers, one may want to use tongs.103 Just as in surgery,
(itself a form of vivisection if you think about it), clumsy cuts in an anatomical
demonstration could spoil the show: sever all the other ribs with one stroke, if you like,
but spare the first rib ‘for fear of a hemorrhage.’104 Sometimes, however, a gush of
blood provides the proof required. To show that the living heart does not contain
pneuma, one has only to pierce it with a scalpel or a pen.105 Here again the homology
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between pen and scalpel, blood and ink, emphasizes how for Galen writing anatomy
and performing anatomy were parallel processes (a symmetry explored by Thomas
Eakins in his famous painting of the Gross Clinic, where the pens in the hand of the
medical recorder and the artist hidden in the background resonate with the assistant’s
probe and the scalpel glowing red in the surgeon’s hand).106
The experience of reading about Galen’s anatomical demonstrations is of course
not the same as watching them. In these texts, as in a horror movie, the worst of the
violence is implicit, and the most frightening aspects of the story take place off the
page. So it is possible to read their surface only, and not to give much thought to what
is left unsaid. Galen’s original readers107 were more likely than modern scholars to have
seen anatomical demonstrations actually performed, and thus would bring to them a
much more specific array of mental images. These might arise unbidden to create a sort
of interior visual experience that would unfurl in parallel to Galen’s words as ancient
readers read or listened to the words of the text. In fact Galen’s insistent use of the
second person (you see…you cut…you find), combined with his way of walking the
reader step by step through various procedures, adds a virtual-realty, you-are-there
dimension to the experience of reading the text. This is a rhetoric of immediacy and
involvement, which invites the reader to imagine himself performing acts of violence
while simultaneously screening him from their messy consequences. The ancient reader
of Galen’s Anatomical Procedures thus received an affective education in the
dispassionate use of physical force. The modern reader, ever suspicious of media
manipulation, inured perhaps to simulated violence in entertainment, but less
accustomed to actual violence in daily life, may suspect that beneath the calm
didacticism of Galen’s anatomy narratives, with their pedantically precise descriptions
of flayed skin, crushed nerves, and severed spines, a crucial dimension of the
experience—not just for the animals, but also for the performer and his spectators—is
being elided.
By combing Galen’s own texts for clues, I have tried to flesh out (as it were) what
physically happened in his demonstrations. What was happening concurrently inside
people’s heads, however, cannot be reconstructed with any certainty. When I wrote at the
outset of this essay that Galen’s anatomical displays were dense with implicit meanings, I
was making the assumption that events have multiple layers of meaning, only some of
which are explicitly acknowledged by the participants. I am also assuming that people
may be most powerfully gratified, disturbed, or consoled by those very dimensions of a
visual experience that they cannot rationalize or articulate in words. In order to figure out
not only what went on, but also what it meant, we must be content with very provisional
conclusions.
First off, it is necessary to recognize that despite their elevated scientific purpose,
those actually present would have found the bloodshed of Galen’s anatomical
demonstrations difficult to ignore. The excitement of these performances was visceral as
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well as cerebral. However controlled or stylized the violence, killing and maiming were
part of the show. There was no away to do such demonstrations and keep one’s hands
clean. And there was no way to watch them without participating in the collective
fascination of a crowd watching a bloody spectacle. Participating in this experience
would have constituted some sort of affective conditioning for the spectators, but
precisely what sort of conditioning it was would have depended the range of associations
they brought with them to the spectacle. Though we might try to draw analogies to the
spectators’ experience at a modern bullfight or rodeo, to imagine its effect on Galen’s
contemporaries we still have to ask, to what matrices of meaning in his culture did this
phenomenon connect? Haruspicy, perhaps, in that both the anatomist and the haruspex
were looking inside the bodies of animals for some sort of meaning (whether signs of
nature’s providence or the will of the gods). But sacrifice in general is not a particularly
exact parallel.108 Galen’s anatomies were not intended to mediate the relationship
between the gods and men, and lacked most of the key ritual components of an ancient
sacrifice: fire, an altar, a formal procession, prayers, the barley that elicited the animal’s
nod of consent, and the consumption of the meat by the participants.109
SEEKING TRUTH FROM BODIES: THE CRIMINAL INTERROGATION
For Galen’s spectators public vivisection may have resonated with their memories
of another sort of agonistic performance, violent but banal, familiar to all who frequented
the assize cities of the Roman Empire: the criminal interrogation.110 Anatomy contests,
with their emphasis on settling a truth-dispute by coercive manipulation of animal bodies,
resembled criminal trials, in which the bodies of low-status defendants were routinely
tortured to prove the truth-claims of the interrogating magistrate.111
The anatomical demonstration described in On Prognosis resembled a criminal
interrogation in its supervisory personnel: it was convened by Roman senators who were
accustomed to exercising judicial authority --one of them indeed was shortly to attain the
empire’s highest judicial post.112 Galen’s vivisection performances also resembled a
Roman criminal interrogation in their inquisitory apparatus: the boards, presumably
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placed on trestles, on which the animals were stretched out and tied with ropes bear some
structural and functional resemblance to the eculeus on which defendants and witnesses
in Roman criminal trials were tied and stretched for interrogation.113 And the hooks with
which Galen and his assistants pulled apart tissues during dissection evoke both the claws
with which the skin of criminal defendants was harrowed, and the hooks with which their
bodies were dragged through the Forum.114 Hooks were also inserted into the mouth of
criminal defendants before sentencing to prevent them from uttering curses against the
emperor.115 During vivisections that did not involve the vocal apparatus, the animal was
presumably also silenced in some way, though we do not know the mechanism. In both
the criminal courtroom and Galen’s anatomical demonstrations of voice production,
evidence for truth is extracted, by force, from a body that is made to ‘speak’ on
command. In both the criminal courtroom and in Galen’s anatomical demonstrations one
might see trained shorthand writers making a written record of the proceedings.116 And,
like a legal proceeding, Galen’s demonstration was essentially adversarial, designed to
contest, and then to silence, the truth-claims of his professional rivals and philosophical
detractors. ‘My rivals,’ he writes, ‘have not dared to contradict what I dictated in that
transcript, though fifteen years have gone by…they have not dared to bring their writings
to a trial (κρίσις) before intellectuals.’117
ANATOMY AND THE ARENA
Galen’s demonstrations on live animals have in turn elements in common with the
beast hunts and penal executions of the amphitheater, a Roman institution that had
developed a complex discourse about bodies and power.118 This discourse was spelled
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out in the interplay between the spectators, whose bodies were, at least for the occasion,
immune from ritual violence, and the spectacle: animals and de-privileged humans whose
bodies were not. In the case of the great demonstration described in On Prognosis,
Galen’s aristocratic friends who organized the contest, selected the venue, and provided
the animals, were engaging in practices quite similar to those performed by impresarios
of games. Galen was a private citizen, not government official or imperial priest; he did
not give games. But in anatomical demonstrations where he provided the animals, he in
effect played the role of presiding magistrate or emperor, in that his honor was ultimately
enhanced by the display in the arena over which, as master of life and death, he called the
shots. Yet Galen was more than an impresario: by performing vivisections himself, he
also played the hands-on role of expert venator: assisted by anonymous bestiarii, he
contended against the animal’s fear and fury in a display of his lethal skill.119 Make no
mistake: performing anatomy was a way of demonstrating personal courage. ‘The cut
should without pity or compassion [text uncertain] penetrate into the deep tissues’ in
order that with a single stroke you may bare the skull. Don’t be intimidated by the gush
of blood: you can use hooks to twist up the sides of the scalp wound and contain the
hemorrhage.120 Galen does not admit to feeling fear himself, but he does acknowledge
that less experienced practitioners might be afraid. ‘This business may seem difficult to
the novice, and he might think that one animal will not suffice…This dissection terrifies
the novice more by its appearance than by its actual difficulty and thus seems
unpleasant…but let no one be terrified, let him dare the attempt.121 The anatomist was
therefore a risk-taker, who braved hemorrhage, failure, refutation, and ridicule. He made
a public demonstration of his willingness and skill in shedding blood—in a word, he was
a performer demonstrating charisma of a very Roman kind. On a grander and madder
scale, wasn’t it this charisma that the emperor Commodus was seeking when he
performed in the arena? Commodus was both Galen’s patient and his emperor. In the
arena Commodus combined the roles of munerarius and venator: he provided exotic
animals from the remotest reaches of the empire for his people’s entertainment, and then
dispatched them himself, often with a single shot, in a display that combined traditional
elements of the Roman language of world domination (animals killed or eaten in large
numbers, many from remote locations) with a demonstration of personal courage and
precision marksmanship.122
Galen’s performances went on for hours, sometimes days. Had they not exerted
an intense fascination over his audience, his audience would not have stayed around. We
may imagine that those who watched Galen’s vivisections were comfortably confirmed in
some beliefs by what they saw, while the same experience may also have permitted them
to explore uncomfortable anxieties. We may imagine that Galen’s spectators may have
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found it comforting to see the boundary between man and animal so sharply drawn.123
Surely it was part of the fascination of his vivisections that they enacted the dominance of
reason over unreason, reason exemplified by the articulate anatomist, unreason
exemplified by the brute beasts he bound and cut. The audience would also have
experienced gratification as privileged consumers: like the imperial Dutch, who were also
fascinated by anatomy, imperial Romans seem to have enjoyed the commodification of
non-citizen forms of life as one of the sweet fruits of empire. As they enjoyed an
anatomical spectacle, socially privileged spectators might also have been enjoying at the
same time an enhanced sense of their own immunity from corporal punishment. But there
was potentially a darker side to this fascination. At some level, the spectacle of
vivisection could have made spectators more acutely aware of the vulnerability of their
own socially privileged bodies to disease, accident, and the horrors of ancient surgery, an
experience that was in truth but little removed from vivisection.124 Even torture, though
not commonly practiced on aristocrats, loomed large in the mind, as the letters of Seneca
show. For example, Seneca imagines the fear of torture impinging itself upon one’s
consciousness in the form of an amphitheater spectacle, a parade (ingens pompa) of
sword, fire, chains, and a mob of wild beasts let loose on human viscera.125 An
anatomical demonstration in which humans tear apart animals would thus be a satisfying
reversal of this horror scenario. Besides the exploration of individual fears, there was a
collective process of some kind going on. Did the dismembered animal represent perhaps
the disavowal and destruction of the competitive passions and aggressive instincts of the
elite spectators—so that participation at a séance focused on the destruction of an animal
body became a way of ritually rejecting one’s own animality? In this case, the gratifying
final result would be the affirmation of civilized communitas enjoyed by educated men.

RHETORICS OF ANATOMY
Enhancement of community would thus be one of the paradoxical by-products of
a competitive activity that emphatically articulated a rhetoric of social differentiation,
separating human from animal, successful performers from the inept, and the true
pepaideumenoi from phonies and upstarts. But while Galen’s actions engage with this
very Roman rhetoric of social differentiation, his words articulate the teleological vision
of Greek science, which is fundamentally a rhetoric of unity. In other words, he takes
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apart the body to make arguments about wholeness, and damages its structures to make
teleological arguments about its perfection. This is not as paradoxical as it sounds: in
order to decide between competing theories about Nature (physis), one disrupts its normal
operations by the application of force or violence. Sometimes only through their
disruption can the can the causal chains of the invisible forces operating in the body be
revealed. Thus Galen applies force to lay bare the underlying unity and logic of nature.
His whole anatomical oeuvre is structured rhetorically as praise of Nature (or the
Demiurge), whose providence and economy he hymns at every opportunity.126
Related to the rhetoric of unity is the rhetoric of homology by which Galen
justifies his anatomical use of animals. Again and again in Anatomical Procedures he
remarks upon the homologies between human and animal anatomy, commending in
particular the ape.127 But the rhetoric of homology has its risks. If we take it too far in one
direction, the human becomes an animal; but if we push it in the other direction, the
animal is in danger of becoming too human. As an example of the first sort of slippage,
take Galen’s story of the man whose injured arm was being treated by a ‘desperately
stupid’ physician. In one swift stroke the physician severed all three nerves in the arm
and the artery as well. Discombobulated by the resulting hemorrhage, the physician failed
to notice that he had paralyzed the arm, until the patient cried out, ‘You’ve hamstrung
me!’128 ‘Hamstring’ (νευροκοπεῖν) is a verb normally reserved for animals—it’s the sort
of thing one does to the enemy’s elephants. Here the line between surgery and vivisection
seems disturbingly indistinct.129
As for the animal appearing too human, we would not expect Galen to discuss this
possibility explicitly, since it is the sort of problem that is less disturbing if left unnamed.
But in some passages he appears to recommend against anatomical choices that could
emphasize human/animal homology in uncomfortable ways. Quintus, for example, used
to do vivisections of the testicles in a living he-goat, ‘which he supported upright so that
in this position it was similar to a man.’130 Galen recommends against this, on scientific
and practical grounds (since structure and function can be adequately demonstrated with
a dead animal, and vivisection ‘makes the affair more difficult and more troublesome
…because blood must then necessarily burst out’). But the very fact that Galen mentions
the quasi-human posture of the animals vivisected by Quintus may indicate that this was,
in his eyes, a problem.
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In addition to the problem of homology generating anxieties in humans, we may
well wonder how it was possible to use the rhetoric of homology in the practice of
vivisection without raising disturbing questions about the consciousness of suffering
animals.131 In fact Galen seems to be on the edge of entertaining the idea that the
animal’s cries during dissection are intentional and meaningful when he draws an
analogy between the strenuous respirations of an animal being vivisected and those of a
herald inhaling deeply before he makes a proclamation.132 We know that Galen did
disagree forcefully with Stoic claims that animals (ἄλογα ζῷα) lack the part of the soul
that feels anger or desire.133 Thus a fortiori he must have granted animals the lower
faculty of sensation, but in his vivisection narratives pain, along with animal agency, is
an absence that makes its ghostly presence felt only in the ropes on the dissecting table.134
I have found a few places, however, where the logic of homology seems to be pressing
Galen (or his audience) into a zone of discomfort. Galen quite consistently recommends
against using apes for vivisection in demonstrations of the voice and breathing apparatus
such as he performed for those Roman senators. It’s better to use a pig than an ape, since
it cries out the loudest,135 but also because there is something disturbing about the ape’s
face:
For in all animals which have a larynx, the activity of the nerves and
muscles is the same, but the loathsomeness of the expression in
vivisection is not the same for all animals.’136
And elsewhere, with regard to paralyzing the thorax:
You have seen me demonstrating such things frequently, both privately
and publicly, on pigs—there’s no point in using apes for such dissections, and
the sight is hideous (εἰδεχѳές).137
The word Galen uses here to describe the hideous spectacle of the suffocating ape,
εἰδεχѳές, he uses in only one other place, to describe a man disfigured by a hideous skin
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condition skin, the so-called ‘elephant disease.’138 Thus εἰδεχѳές seems to signal a
disturbing cross-over zone between the animal and the human. Thus Galen avoided using
apes in operations where homology might push the audience too far toward empathy. For
vivisection of the brain, he explains, it’s better to use a pig or a goat so that ‘you avoid
seeng the unpleasing expression of the ape when it is being vivisected.’139
To sum up: Galen’s anatomical demonstrations on living animals constitute a justly
famous chapter in the history of scientific method. This essay, however, examines them
as a social phenomenon. Galen’s demonstrations were truth-contests. Their visual,
cognitive and emotional impact (often expressed by compounds of ѳαῦµα and ἔκπληξις)
reduced onlookers to gaping amazement. This impact enhanced the logical force of
Galen’s arguments, compelling competitors to acknowlege his intellectual and technical
preeminence. Thus, on the interpersonal level, Galen’s demonstrations functioned
coercively. On the philosophical level, Galen was using a rhetoric traditional to Greek
science, a way of arguing that involved a unitary view of nature and an emphasis on
homology between animals and man. But he was also using a rhetoric of power and status
differentiation articulated via the body. As played out in the flesh, public vivisection
resonated with other cultural practices of the Roman empire: wonder-working
competitions, judicial trials, and ampitheater entertainment. These practices involved a
complex discourse about power and privilege articulated in the language of intact and
mutilated bodies. Galen’s anatomical performances were fascinating because because of
their agonistic intensity. They were fascinating because they revealed the imanence of
logic in nature and dramatized the control of reason over matter, man over beast. But they
were also fascinating because, beneath the publically acknowleged game of intellectual
competition, they tapped into the realm of unreason. What most spectators most may
have been what Galen’s texts discuss least: blood, pain, fear, and scopophilia itself.140
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